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Abstract. Let G be a finite group. In this paper we obtain some sufficient conditions
for the supersolubility of G with two supersoluble non-conjugate subgroups H and K of
prime index, not necessarily distinct. It is established that the supersoluble residual of such
a group coincides with the nilpotent residual of the derived subgroup. We prove that G is
supersoluble in the following cases: one of the subgroupsH orK is nilpotent; the derived
subgroup G0 of G is nilpotent; jG W H j D q > r D jG W Kj and H is normal in G. Also
the supersolubility ofG with two non-conjugate maximal subgroupsM and V is obtained
in the following cases: all Sylow subgroups of M and of V are seminormal in G; all
maximal subgroups of M and of V are seminormal in G.
1 Introduction
Throughout this paper, all groups are finite and G always denotes a finite group.
We use the standard notation and terminology of [9, 15].
In 1953 Huppert [8] gave an example of a non-supersoluble group with three
supersoluble non-conjugate subgroups of index 2. A minimal non-supersoluble
group of order 2 3 72 has supersoluble subgroups of indices 2 and 3, see [5, Lem-
ma 3.4.3]. Sufficient conditions for the supersolubility of G D AB with gener-
alized normal subgroups A and B are obtained in [1, 2, 7, 11, 17–19]. Complete
information on the groups factorized by mutually permutable subgroups is pre-
sented in the monograph [3]. Soluble groups with two supersoluble non-conjugate
maximal subgroups are studied in [12]. Groups with three supersoluble subgroups
whose indices are pairwise relatively prime are investigated in [4, 10, 13, 23].
In Section 3 of the present paper we obtain some sufficient conditions for the
supersolubility of G with two supersoluble non-conjugate subgroups H and K of
prime index, not necessarily distinct. It is established that the supersoluble residual
of such a group coincides with the nilpotent residual of the derived subgroup. We
prove that G is supersoluble in the following cases:
 one of the subgroups H or K is nilpotent,
 the derived subgroup G0 of G is nilpotent,
 jG W H j D q > r D jG W Kj and H is normal in G.
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These results are used in the Section 4 to obtain the supersolubility of G with
two non-conjugate maximal subgroups M and V in the following cases:
 all Sylow subgroups of M and V are seminormal in G,
 all maximal subgroups of M and V are seminormal in G.
2 Preliminaries
We useG0,Z.G/,ˆ.G/ and F.G/ to denote the derived subgroup, center, Frattini
and Fitting subgroups of G, respectively.
Let G have order pa11 p
a2
2   p
ak
k
, where p1 > p2 >    > pk . We say that G
has an ordered Sylow tower of supersoluble type if there exists a series
1 D G0 < G1 < G2 <    < Gk 1 < Gk D G
of normal subgroups of G such that Gi=Gi 1 is isomorphic to a Sylow pi -sub-
group of G for each i D 1; 2; : : : ; k.
The notation G D A Ì B is used for a semidirect product with a normal sub-
group A.
Lemma 2.1 ([9, Theorem VI.9.1]). The following statements hold:
(1) Every minimal normal subgroup of a supersoluble group has prime order.
(2) Let N be a normal subgroup of G and assume that G=N is supersoluble. If N
is either cyclic, or N  Z.G/, or N  ˆ.G/, then G is supersoluble.
(3) Every supersoluble group has an ordered Sylow tower of supersoluble type.
(4) The derived subgroup of a supersoluble group is nilpotent.
The commutator ŒA; B of arbitrary subgroups A and B of G is defined by
ŒA; B D hŒa; b W a 2 A; b 2 Bi:
It is clear that ŒA; B  G0 and G0 D ŒG;G:
Lemma 2.2 ([15, Lemma 4.8], [19, Lemma 4]). Let G D AB . Then:
(1) ŒA; B is normal in G,
(2) ŒAŒA;B=ŒA;B; BŒA;B=ŒA;B D 1,
(3) if A1 is normal in A, then A1ŒA; B is normal in G,
(4) G0 D A0B 0ŒA; B,
(5) if A and B are normal in G and .jG W Aj; jG W Bj/ D 1, then G0 D A0B 0.
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The formations of all abelian, nilpotent and supersoluble groups are denoted
by A, N and U, respectively. Let F be a formation. The subgroup
GF D
\
¹N C G W G=N 2 Fº
is called the F-residual of G. The subgroups GA, GN and GU are called abelian,
nilpotent and supersoluble residual of G, respectively. It is clear that the abelian
residual of G coincides with the derived subgroup of G: GA D G0. We define
FH D ¹G 2 E W GH 2 Fº and call FH the formation product of F and H. Here
E is the class of all finite groups. As usually, F2 D FF and Fn D Fn 1F for
every natural n  3. By Lemma 2.1 (4), for example, we have U  NA.
Lemma 2.3 ([19, Lemma 6]). Let G be a soluble group. Assume that G 62 U, but
G=K 2 U for every non-trivial normal subgroup K of G. Then:
(1) G contains a unique minimal normal subgroup N , N D F.G/ D Op.G/ D
CG.N / for some p 2 .G/,
(2) Z.G/ D Op0.G/ D ˆ.G/ D 1,
(3) G is primitive; G D N ÌM , where M is maximal in G with trivial core,
(4) N is an elementary abelian subgroup of order pn, n > 1,
(5) if V is a subgroup G and G D VN , then V DM x for some x 2 G.
Lemma 2.4 ([15, Lemma 5.8, Theorem 5.11]). Let F and H be formations, and
let K be normal in G. Then:
(1) .G=K/F D GFK=K,
(2) GFH D .GH/F,
(3) if H  F, then GF  GH.
The smallest non-negative integer n such that G.n/ D 1 is called the derived
length of G and denoted by d.G/. Here G.m/ D .G.m 1//0 is the m-th derived
subgroup of G. By the definition of the formation product, we obtain d.G/ D m
if and only if G 2 Am nAm 1.
Lemma 2.5. If d.G=ˆ.G//  2, then G 2 NA.
Proof. If d.G=ˆ.G//  2, then there is an abelian normal subgroup A=ˆ.G/
of G=ˆ.G/ and G=A is abelian. By [15, Theorem 3.24], A is nilpotent, hence
we have G 2 NA.
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Recall that a group G is said to be siding if every subgroup of the derived sub-
group G0 is normal in G, see [20, Definition 2.1]. Metacyclic groups, T-groups
(groups in which every subnormal subgroup is normal) are siding. The group
G D .Z6 Z2/ ÌZ2 (IdGroup(G) = [24,8], [26]) is siding, but it is not meta-
cyclic and is not a T-group.
Lemma 2.6. Let G be siding. Then the following statements hold:
(1) if N is normal in G, then G=N is siding,
(2) if H is a subgroup of G, then H is siding,
(3) G is supersoluble.
Proof. (1) By [15, Lemma 4.6], .G=N/0 D G0N=N . Let A D A=N be an arbi-
trary subgroup of .G=N/0. Then
A  G0N; A D A \G0N D .A \G0/N:
Since A \G0  G0, we have A \G0 is normal in G. Hence A D .A \G0/N=N
is normal in G=N .
(2) Since H  G, it follows that H 0  G0. Let A be an arbitrary subgroup
of H 0. Then A  G0 and A is normal in G. Therefore, A is normal in H .
(3) We proceed by induction on the order of G. Let N  G0 and jN j D p,
where p is prime. By the hypothesis, N is normal in G. By induction, G=N is
supersoluble and G is supersoluble by Lemma 2.1 (2).
Remark 2.7. By Lemma 2.6, the class of all siding groups is a hereditary homo-
morph. The supersoluble group G D S3  S3 (IdGroup(G) = [36,10])) is not sid-
ing. Really, the derived subgroup G0 D hai  hbi is an elementary abelian group
of order 9, but the subgroup habi ofG0 is not normal inG. Moreover, all primitive
quotients of G are isomorphic to either a cyclic group of order 2, or S3, hence are
siding. Hence the class of all siding groups is not a Schunck class and formation.
3 Supersolubility of a group G with a pair of non-conjugate
supersoluble subgroups H and K of prime index
Lemma 3.1. If G has a supersoluble subgroup H of prime index, then G=HG is
supersoluble.
Proof. Suppose that jG W H j D r is prime. Using induction on the order of G,
we first show that G is soluble. If N is a non-trivial normal subgroup in G, then
either N  H , or G D HN . If N  H , then G=N is soluble by induction, hence
G is soluble. IfG D HN , thenG=N ' H=H \N is supersoluble andH \N is
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a supersoluble subgroup of prime index r in N . By induction, N is soluble, there-
fore, G is soluble. Consequently, G is simple and r > 2.
Let R be a Sylow r-subgroup of G and let Hr 0 be an r 0-Hall subgroup of H .
SinceGDHr 0R, by [24, Theorem 1], it follows thatG is isomorphic to PSL.2; q/,
q   1 .mod 4/, q is a prime. However, it does not have a supersoluble subgroup
of prime index, see [9, Theorem II.8.27]. Thus, G is soluble and G=HG is primi-
tive. Hence
G=HG D N=HG ÌH=HG ;
jN=HG j D jG=HG W H=HG j D r;
N=HG D CG=HG .N=HG/;
H=HG is cyclic and G=HG is supersoluble.
Remark 3.2. A group with two non-conjugate subgroupsH andK of prime index
is soluble if one of the subgroupsH orK is supersoluble, and the other is soluble.
The group PSL.2; 7/ has non-conjugate subgroups of orders 24 (each of them
isomorphic to the symmetric group S4 of degree 4) and their indices are equal
to 7.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose thatG has non-conjugate supersoluble subgroupsH andK
of prime index. If G is non-supersoluble, then the following statements hold:
(1) F.G/  H \K,
(2) G has an ordered Sylow tower of supersoluble type,
(3) H or K is normal in G.
Proof. Let jG W H j D q  r D jG W Kj, where q and r are prime numbers.
(1) By Lemma 3.1, G is soluble. Since ˆ.G/  H \K and F.G=ˆ.G// D
F.G/=ˆ.G/, it follows thatˆ.G/ D 1. Suppose thatF.G/ — H\K. SinceF.G/
is the product of minimal normal subgroups of G, there is a minimal normal
subgroup N of G such that N — H \K. Let N — K. Then G D N ÌK and
jN j D jG W Kj is prime. SinceK is supersoluble,G is supersoluble by Lemma 2.1,
a contradiction. Similarly, ifN — H , thenG D NÌH , jN j D jG W H j D q andG
is supersoluble, a contradiction. Hence F.G/  H \K.
(2) Since G D HK, it follows that Gp D HpKp for some Sylow p-subgroups
Gp,Hp andKp ofG,H andK, respectively. Let p be the greatest prime in .G/.
By the hypothesis, H and K are supersoluble, hence Hp and Kp are normal in H
and K, respectively. Since p  q and p  r D jG W Kj, we have that Hp and Kp
are normal in G by Sylow’s theorem, so G is p-closed and
Gp D HpKp  F.G/  H \K:
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If G=Gp is non-supersoluble, then by induction, it has an ordered Sylow tower
of supersoluble type. If G=Gp is supersoluble, then it also has an ordered Sylow
tower of supersoluble type. Hence G has an ordered Sylow tower of supersoluble
type.
(3) We use induction on the order of G. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup
ofG,N  H \K. IfG=N is non-supersoluble, then by induction,H=N orK=N
is normal in G=N , henceH orK is normal in G. Therefore, we assume that G=N
is supersoluble for every non-trivial normal subgroup N of G, which is contained
in H \K. Since ˆ.G/ < F.G/  H \K, we have that ˆ.G/ D 1 and F.G/
is a minimal normal subgroup of G. By (2), F.G/ D Gp is a Sylow p-subgroup
of G and p is the greatest prime in .G/. Since F.G/ D CG.F.G//  H and H
is supersoluble, it follows thatH 0  F.H/ D F.G/ andH=F.G/ is abelian. Sim-
ilarly, K=F.G/ is abelian. If H=F.G/ and K=F.G/ are non-normal in G=F.G/,
then H=F.G/ and K=F.G/ are self-normalizing and conjugate in G=F.G/ as
Carter subgroups. In this case the subgroups H and K are conjugate, a contradic-
tion. Therefore, one of the subgroupsH=F.G/ orK=F.G/ is normal inG=F.G/,
and therefore, one of the subgroups H or K is normal in G.
Theorem A. Suppose that G has non-conjugate subgroups H and K of prime
index. If H is nilpotent and K is supersoluble, then G is supersoluble.
Proof. We proceed by induction on jGj. Suppose that G is not supersoluble of
minimal order. By Lemma 3.1, G is soluble and Gp  F.G/  H \K by Lem-
ma 3.3 for the greatest p 2 .G/. Since ˆ.G/  H \K and F.G=ˆ.G// D
F.G/=ˆ.G/, it follows, by Lemma 2.1 (2), that ˆ.G/ D 1 and
F.G/ D N1 N2     Nn;
where Ni is a minimal normal subgroup of G for every i . By induction, G=Ni
is supersoluble. If n > 1, then G ' G=.N1 \N2/ is supersoluble, a contradic-
tion. Hence we have n D 1 and F.G/ D Gp is a minimal normal subgroup of G.
Since F.G/ D CG.F.G//, we have H D F.G/ and H  K by Lemma 3.3 (1),
a contradiction.
Corollary 3.4. If G has non-conjugate nilpotent subgroups H and K of prime
index, then G is supersoluble.
Theorem B. Suppose that G has non-conjugate subgroups H and K of prime
index. IfH is supersoluble,K is normal inG and is siding, thenG is supersoluble.
Proof. Suppose that G is non-supersoluble and we proceed by induction on the
order of G. Since K 0 is normal in G and is nilpotent, K 0  H by Lemma 3.3 (1).
IfK 0 D 1, thenK is abelian andG is supersoluble by Theorem A, a contradiction.
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Therefore,K 0 ¤ 1 and there is a subgroup N , which is normal inH , and of prime
order, which is contained in K 0. Since K is siding, N is normal in K, hence N is
normal inG. By Lemma 2.6 (1), the hypotheses of the theorem are inherited by all
quotients of G. By induction, G=N is supersoluble, so G is supersoluble.
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that G has non-conjugate subgroups H and K of prime
index. If H and K are siding, then G is supersoluble.
Proof. Suppose that G is non-supersoluble. Then by Lemma 3.3 (3), one of the
subgroups H or K is normal in G. As a consequence of Theorem B, G is super-
soluble, a contradiction.
Theorem C. If G has non-conjugate supersoluble subgroups H and K of prime
index, then GU D .G0/N D ŒH;KN.
Proof. If G is supersoluble, then GU D 1 and G0 is nilpotent by Lemma 2.1 (4).
Therefore, .G0/N D ŒH;KN D 1 and the statement is true. Further, we assume
that G is non-supersoluble. By Lemma 3.1, G is soluble. First we prove that
GU D .G0/N.
Since U  NA, it follows that
G.NA/ D .GA/N D .G0/N  GU
by Lemma 2.4 (2)–(3). Next we check the reverse inclusion. For this we prove that
G=.G0/N is supersoluble. The derived subgroup
.G=.G0/N/0 D G0.G0/N=.G0/N D G0=.G0/N
is nilpotent. Since H is a maximal subgroup of G, we have either .G0/N  H ,
or H.G0/N D G. Let H.G0/N D G. Then we have that G=.G0/N is supersoluble
and GU  .G0/N. Hence .G0/N  H \K. The derived subgroup .G=.G0/N/0 is
nilpotent in G=.G0/N,
.G=.G0/N/0  F.G=.G0/N/;
the subgroups H=.G0/N and K=.G0/N are supersoluble, non-conjugate and have
prime indices. If .G=.G0/N/0 is not contained in .H=.G0/N/ \ .K=.G0/N/, then
F.G=.G0/N/ is not contained in .H=.G0/N/ \ .K=.G0/N/ and by Lemma 3.3 (1),
G=.G0/N is supersoluble. If
.G=.G0/N/0  .H=.G0/N/ \ .K=.G0/N;
then H=.G0/N and K=.G0/N are normal in G=.G0/N and G=.G0/N is supersolu-
ble by Baer theorem [2]. In any case G=.G0/N is supersoluble and GU  .G0/N.
Thus, the equality GU D .G0/N is proved.
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By Lemma 3.3 (3), one of the subgroups H or K is normal in G. We assume
that H is normal in G. Then ŒH;K  H and H 0 is a normal nilpotent subgroup
in G. Hence H 0  F.G/  H \K and H 0K 0 is a normal nilpotent subgroup
in K. Let V D ŒH;KN. Since V  ŒH;K  H , V is nilpotent and V  K,
hence H 0K 0V is a normal nilpotent subgroup in K. The quotient
G=V D .H=V /.K=V /;
.G=V /0 D .H=V /0.K=V /0.ŒH=V;K=V /
D .H 0V=V /.K 0V=V /.ŒH;K=V /
D ..H 0K 0V /=V /.ŒH;K=V /
by Lemma 2.2 (4). The subgroup ŒH;K=V is normal and nilpotent in G=V . If
ŒH;K=V  K=V , then .G=V /0 is nilpotent. Since the equality GU D .G0/N
is proved, it follows that G=V is supersoluble. If ŒH;K=V is not contained
in K=V , then G=V is supersoluble by Lemma 3.3 (1). So G=V is supersoluble
in any case and we obtain GU  V D ŒH;KN. Since ŒH;KN  .G0/N D GU,
we have GU D ŒH;KN.
Corollary 3.6. Suppose that G has non-conjugate supersoluble subgroups H and
K of prime index. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) G is supersoluble.
(2) G0 is nilpotent.
(3) ŒH;K is nilpotent.
Proof. Suppose that G is supersoluble. By Lemma 2.1 (4), the derived subgroup
G0 is nilpotent. Since ŒH;K  G0, statements (2) and (3) follow from (1). Let
ŒH;K be nilpotent. Then G is supersoluble by Theorem C and G0 is nilpotent by
Lemma 2.1 (4). Therefore, (1) and (2) follow from (3). If G0 is nilpotent, then G
supersoluble by Theorem C. Consequently, (1) follows from (2) and all three state-
ments are equivalent.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that G has non-conjugate supersoluble subgroups H and
K of prime index. Then G is supersoluble if and only if d.G=ˆ.G//  2.
Proof. If G is supersoluble, then its derived subgroup is nilpotent, hence we have
G0  F.G/. Since F.G/=ˆ.G/ is abelian, we conclude that d.G=ˆ.G//  2.
Conversely, suppose thatG has non-conjugate supersoluble subgroupsH andK
of prime index and d.G=ˆ.G//  2. By Lemma 2.5, G 2 NA, hence its derived
subgroup is nilpotent. By Corollary 3.6, G is supersoluble.
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Corollary 3.8. Suppose that G has non-conjugate supersoluble subgroups H and
K of prime index. If G is non-supersoluble, then d.G=ˆ.G// D 3.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 (3), one of the subgroups H or K is nilpotent in G. Let H
be normal in G. Then H 0 is normal and nilpotent in G. Hence d.G=F.G//  2.
Since F.G/=ˆ.G/ is abelian, we have d.G=ˆ.G//  3. By Corollary 3.7, we
have d.G=ˆ.G// D 3.
Theorem D. Let H and K be supersoluble subgroups of G,
jG W H j D q > r D jG W Kj;
where q and r are the prime numbers. IfH is normal inG, thenG is supersoluble.
Proof. Suppose that G is non-supersoluble. Since H is normal in G and G=H is
cyclic,G is soluble. By Lemma 3.3 (2),G has an ordered Sylow tower of supersol-
uble type, hence G has a normal subgroup U of index t for the smallest t 2 .G/.
If r D t , then K is normal in G and G is supersoluble by [11]. Let r > t . Then
G D HU D KU; q; r 2 .U /;
q D jG W H j D jU W U \H j > r D jG W Kj D jU W U \Kj;
the subgroups U \H and U \K are supersoluble and U \H is normal in U .
By induction, U is supersoluble. Since G D HU , G is supersoluble by [11].
Corollary 3.9. Let H and K be supersoluble subgroups of G,
jG W H j D q > r D jG W Kj;
where q and r are prime numbers. If G is metanilpotent, then G is supersoluble.
Proof. Suppose that G is non-supersoluble. By Lemma 3.3 (1), F.G/  H \K.
Since G is metanilpotent, we have GN  F.G/. Hence G=F.G/ is nilpotent.
Therefore,H andK are normal inG. HenceG is supersoluble by Theorem D.
4 Groups with some seminormal subgroups in maximal subgroups
A subgroup X of G is called seminormal in G, if there exists a subgroup Y such
that G D XY and XY1 is a proper subgroup in G for every proper subgroup Y1
of Y . Here such a subgroup Y is called a supersupplement to X in G.
Groups with some seminormal subgroups have been investigated in the works
of many authors, see, for example, [6, 14, 16, 21, 22, 25]. We need the following
properties.
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Lemma 4.1 ([14, Lemma 2]). The following statements hold:
(1) IfH is a seminormal subgroup of G and H  X  G, thenH is seminormal
in X .
(2) IfH is a seminormal subgroup of G and N C G, thenHN=N is seminormal
in G=N .
(3) If H is a seminormal subgroup of G and K is a supersupplement to H in G,
then H is permutable with subgroup Lg for all L  K and all g 2 G. In
particular, Kg is a supersupplement to H in G for every g 2 G.
Lemma 4.2. ([14, Lemma 10]) If A is a seminormal subgroup of G, then AG is
soluble in each of the following cases:
(1) A is 2-nilpotent,
(2) A is soluble and 3 does not divide the order of A.
Lemma 4.3. The following statements hold:
(1) ([21, Theorem 2]) Let p be the greatest prime divisor of the order of G and
let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If P is seminormal in G, then P is normal
in G.
(2) ([25, Lemma 1]) If any Sylow subgroup of G is seminormal in G, then G is
supersolvable.
Lemma 4.4 ([21, Corollary 1]). A group G is supersoluble if and only if every
maximal subgroup of G is seminormal in G.
Lemma 4.5. LetM be a maximal subgroup of G. If all Sylow subgroups ofM are
seminormal in G, then M and G=MG is supersoluble.
Proof. LetMr be an arbitrary Sylow r-subgroup ofM , r 2 .M/. By Lemma 4.1,
Mr is seminormal inM and by Lemma 4.3 (2),M is supersoluble. By Lemma 4.2,
MGr is soluble and




The subgroup H is normal in G and is soluble. If M D H , then jG WM j is prime
and G is soluble. If H D G, then G is soluble.
We use induction on the order of G and prove that G=MG is supersoluble. If
MG ¤ 1, then the quotient M=MG is a maximal subgroup of G=MG . If P is
a Sylow p-subgroup of M=MG , then P D PMG=MG for some Sylow p-sub-
group P of M . By hypothesis, P is seminormal in G and by Lemma 4.1, a sub-
group PMG=MG D P is seminormal in G=MG . Consequently, for G=MG and
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its maximal subgroup M=MG all conditions of the lemma are satisfied. By induc-
tion, .G=MG/=.M=MG/G=MG is supersoluble and since .M=MG/G=MG D 1, we
have that G=MG is supersoluble. Therefore, we consider that MG D 1, i.e. G is
primitive:
G D N ÌM; N D Op.G/ D F.G/ D CG.N /;
N is the unique minimal normal subgroup in G. If N is a Sylow subgroup of G,
then all Sylow subgroups of G are seminormal in G and G is supersoluble by
Lemma 4.3 (2). Hence p divides the order of M . Since Op.G=N/ D 1, we have
that Op.M/ D 1 and each Sylow p-subgroup Mp of M is non-normal in M .
Since M is supersoluble, a Sylow q-subgroup Mq is normal in M for the great-
est q 2 .M/. Hence q > p and Mq is a Sylow q-subgroup of G and q is the
greatest prime in .G/. Since Mq is seminormal in G, Mq is normal in G by
Lemma 4.3 (1) and Mq MG D 1, a contradiction.
Theorem E. Suppose that G has non-conjugate maximal subgroups H and K. If
all Sylow subgroups of H and of K are seminormal in G, then G is supersoluble.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5,G is soluble and the quotientsG=HG andG=KG are super-
soluble, in particular, the indices of subgroups H and K in G are the prime num-
bers. By Lemma 4.3 (2), H and K are supersoluble.
Suppose that G is non-supersoluble; we use induction on the order of G. By
Lemma 3.3, we have that G has an ordered Sylow tower of supersolvable type and
F.G/  H \K. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G for the greatest p 2 .G/
and N  Z.P /, jN j D p. Let R be a Sylow r-subgroup of G, r ¤ p. Since
G D HK, it follows that R D HrKr for some Sylow r-subgroups Hr and Kr
of H and K, respectively. By hypothesis, Hr is seminormal in G, hence there
exists a subgroup U of G such that G D HrU and Hr is permutable with any
subgroup of U . Since P is normal in G, N  P  U and Hr is permutable with
N . Similarly, Kr is permutable with N . Therefore, R is permutable with N . This
is true for any r ¤ p, thus Gp0 is permutable with N . Currently, Gp0N is a sub-
group of G and N is normal in Gp0N . Since N  Z.P /, it follows that N is nor-
mal in PGp0 D G. As N  F.G/  H \K, we have G=N D .H=N/.K=N/,
H=N andK=N are non-conjugate maximal subgroups ofG=N . LetQ be a Sylow
q-subgroup of H=N . Then H has a Sylow q-subgroup Q such that Q D QN=N .
By hypothesis, Q is seminormal in G. By Lemma 4.1, Q D QN=N is seminor-
mal inG=N . Similarly, every Sylow subgroup ofK=N is seminormal inG=N . By
induction, G=N is supersoluble, and by Lemma 2.1 (2), G is supersoluble.
Example 4.6. The subgroup G D PSL.2; 5/ has the maximal subgroups
H D Z3 ÌZ2 and K D Z5 ÌZ2:
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The maximal subgroups of Sylow subgroups of H and K are trivial, hence are
seminormal in G, but G is non-soluble.
Lemma 4.7. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G and suppose that all maximal
subgroups of M are seminormal in G. Then G is soluble.
Proof. LetK be a maximal subgroup ofM . IfK D 1, then jM j is prime and G is
soluble [9, IV.7.4]. Next, we consider the case where K ¤ 1. By hypothesis, K is
seminormal in G and, by Lemma 4.1, K is seminormal in M . Since K is an arbi-
trary maximal subgroup ofM , by Lemma 4.4,M is supersoluble and consequently
is 2-nilpotent. ThenK is also 2-nilpotent and by Lemma 4.2,KG is soluble. Since
M is a maximal subgroup of G, it follows that either MKG D G, or KG M .
IfMKG D G, thenG is soluble. LetMKG ¤ G. ThenK  KG M and either
KG DM , orK D KG < M . IfKG DM , then jG=M j is prime andG is soluble.
If KG D K, then jM=Kj is prime and G=K is soluble by [9, IV.7.4], hence G is
soluble.
Theorem F. Let H and K be non-conjugate maximal subgroups of G. If all max-
imal subgroups of H and of K are seminormal in G, then G is supersoluble.
Proof. We use induction on the order of G. By Lemma 4.7, G is soluble. By
Lemma 4.1, every maximal subgroup ofH is seminormal inH and by Lemma 4.4,
H is supersoluble. Similarly, K is supersoluble.
Let N be an arbitrary non-trivial normal subgroup in G. Then eitherHN D G,
or HN D H . If HN D G, then
G=N D HN=N Š H=H \N
is supersoluble. If HN D H , then N  H . Similarly, either KN D G and G=N
is supersoluble, or N  K. Let N  H \K. Then G=N has non-conjugate max-
imal subgroupsH=N andK=N . If S is a maximal subgroup ofH=N , thenH has
a maximal subgroup S such that S D S=N . By hypothesis, S is seminormal in G
and by Lemma 4.1, S D S=N is seminormal in G=N . Similarly, if T is a maxi-
mal subgroup of K=N , then it is seminormal in G=N . Therefore, for G=N with
non-conjugate maximal subgroups H=N and K=N the conditions of the theorem
are satisfied. By induction, G=N is supersoluble.
So, in any case G=N is supersoluble. By Lemma 2.3, G is primitive:
G D N ÌM; N D Op.G/ D F.G/ D CG.N /; jN j D pn > p; MG D 1;
N is the unique minimal normal subgroup ofG,M is a maximal subgroup ofG. If
N — H and N — K, then G D N ÌH D N ÌK, H and K are conjugate in M
by Lemma 2.3 (5), a contradiction. Hence N  H or N  K. Without loss of
generality, we further assume that N  K.
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The following cases are possible.
Case 1: N  H \K . In this case
H D N Ì .H \M/;
K D N Ì .K \M/;
M D .H \M/.K \M/:
Since G=N is supersoluble, the indices jG W H j and jG W Kj are prime numbers.
By Lemma 3.3, N is a Sylow p-subgroup of G for the greatest p 2 .G/ and
Gp D Hp D Kp D N; M D Gp0 ; H \M D Hp0 ; K \M D Kp0 :
Let jG W H j D q. We choose a maximal subgroup H1 in H such that
Hp0  H1 < H:
Since H is supersoluble, we have jH W H1j D p and jG W H1j D pq. By hypo-
thesis, H1 is seminormal in G. Let T is a supersupplement to H1 in G. Then
G has a subgroup H1Tq and jG W H1Tqj D p. Hence M D Gp0  .H1Tq/g for
some g 2 G and jN j D jG WM j D p, a contradiction. This concludes Case 1.
Case 2: N — H and N D Gp. In this case
G D N ÌH;
H D Gp0 ;
K D N Ì .H \K/:
Let N1  N , jN1j D p. By hypothesis, every maximal subgroup Hi of H is
seminormal in G. Therefore, there are subgroups Ui such that HiUi D G and
HiN1 D N1Hi , since N is contained in every Ui . If H has two non-conjugate
maximal subgroups H1 and H2, then H1H2 D H and H is permutable with N1.
By the maximality of the subgroup H , we have that HN1 D G, a contradiction.
Consequently, in H there exists a unique maximal subgroup and H is cyclic of
order qa. Hence H is a Sylow q-subgroup of G. Since G=N is a q-group, it fol-
lows that a maximal subgroup K=N has index q. Therefore, K D N Ì .K \H/
and K \H is a cyclic Sylow q-subgroup of K of order qa 1.
Let K1 be a maximal subgroup of K such that K \H  K1 < K. Since K
is supersoluble, we have that jK W K1j D p and jG W K1j D pq. By hypothesis,
K1 is seminormal inG. Let V be a supersupplement toK1 inG. SinceG D K1V ,
a cyclic Sylow q-subgroup Gq has the representation
Gq D .K \H/Vq; jGqj D q
a; jK \H j D qa 1:
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Since the cyclic primary group cannot be expressed as a product of two proper
subgroups, it follows that Gq D Vq D Hx for some x 2 G. Since K1Vq is a sub-
group,K1Vq D K1Hx D Hx and jG W Hxj D p, a contradiction. This concludes
Case 2.
Case 3: N — H and N < Gp. In this case
G D N ÌH;
Gp D N Ì .Gp \H/; Gp \H ¤ 1;
K D N Ì .H \K/:
Since Op.G=N/ D 1, we conclude that Op.H/ D 1. In view of the supersolu-
bility of H , there is a prime number r 2 .H/ such that r > p and Hr is nor-
mal in H . Since N D CG.N /  K, it follows that p 2 .K/ and p is the great-
est prime in .K/. Hence Hr D Gr , H D NG.Hr/ and r does not divide jKj.
Since G=N is supersoluble and K=N is a maximal subgroup of G=N , we have
jG W Kj D r and jGr j D r . We choose in K the maximal subgroup K1 such that
.H \K/  K1 < K. It is obvious that
jK W K1j D p; NK1 D K; jG W K1j D pr:
By hypothesis, K1 is seminormal in G. Let T be a supersupplement to K1 in G.
Then r divides jT j, K1Tr is a subgroup and jG W K1Tr j D p. Currently,
NK1Tr D KTr D G; N ¤ N \K1Tr
and N \K1Tr is normal in G, a contradiction. This concludes Case 3.
Example 4.8. The group A5 has the maximal subgroups
H D Z3 ÌZ2 and K D Z5 ÌZ2:
All 2-maximal subgroups of H and of K are trivial, hence are seminormal in A5,
but A5 is non-soluble.
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